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Donovans Discuss Tradgedy
in El Salvador
Tom Rhatigan
Staff Writer
On December 2,1980, two
women, Jean Donovan and
Dorothy Kazel, went to the airport
of El Salvador to pick up two
Maryknoll Sisters, Ita Ford and
Maura Clark. On their way back to
the missionary, they were stopped
by five soldiers from the security
force of El Salvador. These men
raped, tortured, and executed these
four women. Last Monday in
Loyola Chapel, the parents of Jean
Donovan told the tragic story of
their daughter.
Mr. Raymond Donovan
spoke first and he described the
conditions of El Salvador at the
time of the murders^ "For three and
a half years the government of El
Salvador did nothing about it," he
said. It was not until the House of
Representatives announced that
they would not send another dime
until their was a trial that something was done.
Two weeks following the
House's announcement, the trial
started and the five soldiers were
convicted and sentenced for 30
years. "Unfortunately," Donovan
commented, "everything connected with the case has been classified a secret so we do not know if
they are still in jail or if they even
served time at all."
Also, no precedents were
set and therefore there have been
no more trials or convictions since
then, despite the fact that several
Americans have been killed as well
as thousands of people from El
Salvador, including the assassina: :

tion of Archbishop Oscar Romero.
Donovan explained that
El Salvador made two major mistakes: the assassination of Archbishop Oscar Romero and the murder of the four missionaries. Because of these events, El Salvador
was brought to the forefront of the
consciousness of people around
the world.
According to Donovan,
"if these events had not happened,
President Reagan would have had
a free hand for his self-ignited
crusade against communism." The
Reagan Advance Team sent to El
Salvador said that they were firmly
behing them with economic aid
and military backing. Two weeks
later, the four missionaries were
killed.
Poll after poll showed
Americans were against the Reagan policy in Central America,
but "this has not stopped him from
his attempt to crush communism,"
said Donovan.
Donovan broke up Central America into four main groups
of people. The oligarchy, which is
ususally made up of 10 to 12 families from each country, own most
of the land and the money.
• The second group is the
army. There job is not to defend
their country from foreign evasion,
but from peasant revolts within.
These peasants make up the third
group. The peasants are poor and
uneducated, usually making about
$300 to $400 a year.
The fourth group is the
Catholic Church, which is divided
into the bishops and cathedrals,

who come from the ranks of the
elites, and the poor community
priests, who have established "an
option for the poor."
Mr. Donovan concluded
his section by saying that one of
the answers to the problems of
Central America is for them to
establish an independent non-alliance state. "Self-determination is
the definition of freedom," he
concluded.
Mrs. Donovan then spoke
about the situation of the murder of
her daughter and her three friends.
She said that people who are committed to helping the poor are
treated like the poor, which means
torturing and death.
"America was poorly
informed to the fact that four people
were killed by a foreign country
that our administration supports,"
she said. "Losing a child is perhaps the most unnatural thing that
could happen to any parent. When
you bury a parent, you bury the
past, when you bury a child, you
bury the future."
Mrs. Donovan then gave
a history of her daughter from her
high school days to the time she
decided to leave for El Salvador to
help the poor. At El Salvador, Jean
mainly helped pregnant women,
took on priestly duties, and like all
missionaries became a symbol of
hope.
She added, "I truely believe that these four good and holy
women who died that night were
brought together in death to shock
the workd into an awareness of
what is happening in Central
America."

Abraham D. Slavitt, Rey, Afoysius P. Kelley, S.J., and Arthur W. Stowe

PR Photo

PR- The estate of Frank H. James, the late president of the Hat Corporation of America based in
Norwalk, had presented almost $38,000 to Fairfield University to create a scholarship.
The Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., Unversity President, explained that the new Frank H. James
Memorial Scholarship will provide financial aid to University students who are residents of Fairfield County
and haveiinancial need. He noted thatthe assets of the estate were divided among Protestant, Catholic and
Jewish charities, hospitals and educational centers in Fairfield County with a small portion allocated to a
church and youth organization in Winsted.
Father Kelley thanked the trustees of the estate — attorney Abraham D. Slavitt; Charles J. Salesky,
a retired president of the Hat Corporation of America; and Arthur W. Stowe, representing the Connecticut
National Bank—for recognizing the importance of providing financial aid to students. He commented, "In
the past several years, federal financial aid assistance has decreased 43 percent at Fairfield University, or
nearly $3 million. To make up this difference, Fairfield University appropriates additional funds each year
from operating funds and provides them to students with financial needs." The university is currently
conducting a $35 million capital campaign, of which $7 million is designated for increasing financial aid
to students.
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Cheers

Boooos

Cheers to all those people who are
getting into the Christmas Spirit...
especially the 120's fortheir beautiful Christmas lights... to the anticipated carolling of the guys from
Campion 2, this coming Saturday
Night... the quad will never be the
same after you guys make like
Bing Crosby... to the Meanies at
TH 115... to Townhouses 154,66,
123,80 something, and 94... to the
Garage, the Loudhouse, Ellen's
house, the Albino Frog, the Guys
Duplex, the Skunkhouse, the Dew
Drop, the 60's Party, and the Naut
at the Rockhouse... to the party on
Campion 2 Saturday night... just
goes to prove that you don't have
to be at the beach to have a good
time... of course it helps to have
sweetheart R. A. 's like those which
Campion 2 is blessed with... to the
Christmas tree lighting ceremony
in Rockefeller Center... to the
almost end of an extreme amount
of work this semester... including
that finance paper... to all the people
who completed all their work this
semester... or almost all of it... cause
you deserve a cheer... to the Freedom Rockers... to bathroom-stall
poets who add a little spice to life...
to the Outhouse, the Snothouse,
the Wax Fish House, the International House of Pancakes, the
House of Commons, the Senate
(All four houses), the Tool Shed,
the Slaughterhouse, and the Laundry House... to next year's Upper
Deck... to beautiful wrapping
paper... to Slugs and Doorknob-,
bing... to all the people who supported the Mirror Christmas Message Booth in the Campus Center... to M & M's... to warm coats
and earmuffs...

Boos to people who sing Christmas Carols off-key... to people who
think Goofy is adog... he is not... to
undecorated Christmas Trees... to
the 100 page finance paper... finance majors do have another life...
and another four classes... to people
who are drunk and make no sense,
and wake people up in the middle
of the night... to the fact that finals
aren't over yet... to very heavy
doors in Bannow... especially when
it is first period and one has just
gotten out of bed... to guys who
tuck thier t-shirts into their underwear... to anyone who forgets
someone's
birthday...
to
smoker's... to complainers... to
people who come into the Mirror
office andstill ask if it's the deli...
to people who move other people' s
cars... and don'tputthem back...to
people who drive while under the
influence... you should know better... to atheists who insist on quoting the Bible... to Connecticut
weather which varies by approximately 85 degrees in the course of
any given day... a parka for first
period, jams for lunch, and a pocket
full of rye for dinner.... to Sean
Cassidy... to the library heat situation... this epidemic is speading
to other campus buildings... to Guns
and Roses... their night train, their
sweet child, their jungle, and Mr.
Brownstone... to MTV for overplaying all such heavy metal music... may our ear drims heal over
Christmas vacation... to people who
think they are really cool..., to a
lack of butter in the cafeteria...
have you guys ever heard of Hotel
Bar?... or at least Parkay... to people
who try to imitate Roger Rabbit
and fail... to burpers... to the few
campus employees who expect
students to do theirjobs for them.. .if
you hate your job so much, stop
picking up your paychecks...

Career Planning Corner
SENIORS: December 15 is the DEADLINE for 22 companies coming
to campus in January and February. You MUST SUBMIT A RESUME
BY THAT DATE in order to be considered for interviews.
ALL STUDENTS: CAREER WEEK IS COMING! January 30
February 2,1989 Look for notices around campus - about four days of
programs, including Major Monday, Mock Interviewing, People Helping People, and Career Spectrum. RESUMES FOR MOCK INTER
VIEWS must be turned in to Mary Humby in Loyola 110 in January.

DeCamp Foundation Awards Challenge Grant

PR- The Ira W. DeCamp
Foundation, created under the will
of Elizabeth DeCamp Mclneray
and based in New York City, has
awarded Fairfield University a $ 1.5
million challenge grant for student
financial aid and for science equipment, announced Rev. Aloyisius
P. Kelley, S.J., University President.
The grant is the largest
single gift ever given to Fairfield,
other than a bequest from an estate.
Father Kelley explained that under

the grant, the foundation will provide one dollar for every three the
University raises.
He added that the grant and
matching funds will be significant
in helping Fairfield University
continue its progress toward reaching its goal of raising $35 million
in its current capital campaign.
With the DeCamp Foundation gift,
the university has raised more than
$23 million toward its goal and
will move well beyond that figure
when the challenge is successfully

completed.
Father Kelley said the
DeCamp Foundation has played
an encouraging and supportive role
for Fairfield University with important gifts to several projects
related to science and health. The
foundation previously donated $ 1.7
million to Fairfield University,
including $200,000 toward the
construction of the School of Nursing, and $500,000 to create the
Elizabeth DeCamp Mclnerny Professor in the Health Sciences.

According to Father Kelley,
the grant will have an enormous
impact on the future of Fairfield's
development and "will generate
added momentum to establish an
exciting plateau to inspire other
donors to meet the challenge."
Father Kelley has frequently
stressed that a major financial priority for Fairfield must be the effort to increase the amount of financial aid available so that qualified students can enter the university and benefit from a Faifield

education.
Founded in 1942, Fairfield
is a Jesuit university and traces its
heritage back more than 400 years.
It offers undergraduates degrees
from the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Business and
the School of Nursing, and requires
all students to take almost half of
their program in the core curriculum which stresses liberal arts
courses.
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1988 Christmas Messages
To all my buddies,
Merry Christmas, Happy
New Year, and may Santa fill all
your stockings!
Love,
TerriC.
Hello and very Merry to Carolyn,
Kim T., Loo, Sandra, Clancy, Nors,
Roeder, Kristin, Mollie K., and
Jeannine with love from the resident scholar.
To my Gonzaga 1 hallway buddies—have a Christmas minus the
"townhouse look."

Curls, Happy Mother's Day
Christopher,
May All your wishes come
true in '89!
Love,
Me
To all you J.I.D.'sYou guys are the best!
Thanks for making this year so
much fun! Have a great Christmas
and Happy New Year! You guys
are the best!
Love,
The Grait
Eva,

Cheeze: Joe Boncore wasn't all
that bad—Benny
Merry Christmas to all the K-l
girls and K-2 studs!
Love: Linda
To Anders, Elizabeth, and Mrs.
Cronk,
You guys are the best!
Love, Angelina
Dear Santa,
I want anything that will
further the cause of liberation
around the globe. Down with
Imperialism! World revolution,
not World War!
In Solidarity,
Fidel
P.S. A grenade launcher would be
nice, too.
Kevin,
I'll always love you. Merry^
Xmas. A.R.

Have a happy HoneyMoon
and Merry Xmas!
Ben
John Logan
I can't fight this feelin' anymore
It's time to bring this ship
into the shore And throw away the
oars forever
It could have been beautiful.
Sharky's Girl,
Thanks for the roses and
phone calls at the radio station.
I love you,
Sharky
To the guy who sits in the back
corner in Finance. Keep talking,
your intellect stimulates me.
To the Lovely Ladies at High Tide
and Low TideXmas wishes to you all!
With Love,
Ed and Chris

Happy Holidays Sister Eva! Hove
you— Christa
To Liz G.,
Feliz Navidad! The Christmas Break will not be the same
without you!
Love,
Scott

Merry Christmas TH144,134, and
123.
Happy Holidays CJ
To the Dugout:
You guys are big and long,
except for Mike.
Your Secret Admirers
To my bestest roomie, Becko—
Merry Christmas! We'll
make it through these exams (and
programs) somehow! Just stock
up on goodies and juice- and go
swimming! Good luck in your
meets, Kiddo! (Think of Dec. 20
and HOME!)
Love,
Ter
Merry Christmas, Golden Child.
Love Always, Your #1 Fan.
Dear Santa,
Please give me a haircut like
Scott Godeau.
Jim Sheridan
You Wacky Sea Ranchers! Happy
Holidays.
Love, Ange

Baah! EschmannDis sucks! everything sucks! school sucks! I
need a six-pack; got a test tomorrow; Goddamn finance paper! The
Old Crow lives!
To the Meanies,
Brain invasion going on in everyone
You feel the things to make a world
turn angry red
Because the next time you can't
take it
Next thought murderlation
And hate is all you want to know
Whoa oh oh Hatebreeders oh oh oh
Murder one inborn into your every
cell
It's in your blood and you can't
shake it
because yoy were bred to take it
next stop annihilation
they bred that hate right in your
bones
Whoa oh oh Hatebreeders oh oh oh
Because you were bred to take it
Next stop annihilation
They bred the hate right in your
"stinkin"' bones
Whoa oh oh Hatebreeders oh oh oh
Hate is your mistress and you shall
not want
You shall not want because your
breed is strong
Because when they try to break
you
New world desolation
And strength is all you gotta know
Hatebreeders whoa oh oh

Joey Debona—
Have a Merry.
TH68

Got it now?
I Hate You, Vile

Merry Christmas Maura
Love your Goof

Adam T - What beautiful eyes you
have!

Buck,
Merry Christmas!
Love, Lynn
Hargie,
If you marry Grandma, your
children will be your parents!
Merry Christmas!
The Hotel Managers
Merry Christmas to the happy
Peruvian and his drunk roommate.
Love,
Jogues Ground
To: Kevin, Kathy and Sue
Guys, have a great holiday
season, but please come backready
to play Solitaire Pattycake—we
have a tough intramural season
coming up. Seeya!
From: Founder of Solitaire
Pattycake
Merry Christmas Dennis!
Luv, Terri
(Don't let Dad see this—Snoopy—
this means you!)

ffir^r^ft
SPRINGBREAK

From NEW YORK

CANCUN $429Feb. 25-Mar. 18
-Mar. 25 $529

PUERTO VALLARTA $599
-Mar. 25 $649
VENEZUELA th» NEW. EXOTIC

562-5335
YALE CO-OP East
77 Broadway. New Haven

Jets,
Merry Christmas sweetheart! I'm going to miss you!
Love, Kerri
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a unisex salon
Nfor men,
Jf women,children
Jjtjy Perms, Cut Frostings, Cellophanes,
Kelly Wood, owner/stylist

Melissa, hairstylist • Mary, manicurist

353 Pequot Avenue Southport
Tues., Wed., Fri. 9-5 • Thurs. 9-8 • Sat. 8-4
nail-care—Thursday night and Saturday only

"The Landlubber"
McGoldrick
To F.U.Laxmen, Munch Box! and
have a Merry Xmas
To dear old sis—
You and the Walrus are
destined for the greek beach house!
Merry Christmas and
Thanks!
T.C.
Here are my Xmas wishes:
-that "unknown" voices song
-new Xmas lights
-a have for my window
Merry Xmas Love, Skid
Staff.,

May we celebrate many
more Christmas' in front ofthe fire
with the kids?
Love, Your Husband
(P.S.—Don't I owe you dinner?)
Ice,
A movie club Merry Christmas to you-Oh, when we decorate
the tree, Let's trim two!
—Kid
Trish and Big Toe,
To the best RA's on compus—have a great holiday ... and
a quiet one too, right Trish?
—The Gn 1 Fly Girl Crew
Hey, Hourglass!! Have a Merry
Christmas!!!
\
Hay Eus!
Haf ah sooperKrismus ahnd
ah grayt Noo Yeer!! Tanxwunce
uhghen four thuh rydes inn yoor
yaht. Injoy!
Kcuhc
P.S.—Youse yoor dicshionairie$»
yuoo nead hellp.

YOU QUALIFY FOR!
INSTANT CREDIT!
Start making credit purchases
IMMEDIATELY! We will send
you a Members Credit Card at
once with NO CREDIT CHECK.
Buy any Jewelry, Clothing,
Sporting Goods, Watches,
Electronics & MORE! "All with
installment payments out of
our "Giant 100+ Pages
Catalog." Take 12 months to
repay. Your personal credit
card is a second I.D —
valuable for check cashing,
etc. plus your Students Credit
Group A-1 reference will be on
file to help you obtain other
credit cards. So send in your
$5 catalog deposit now.
(Refundable with your first
order).
Establish your credit Today!
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
(or your Money Back)

Hilighting Coloring, Total nail care
DESTINATIONi

Incl. all hoflroom lull A strvicm chtrgas.
Dmparturm taxms not included.

BOOK NOW I

To my five "MICK" Housemates,
Merry Christmas!
Gormo, I hope Santa brings
you a new pair of feet.
Buck, I hope Santa gives
you a dozen cookbooks and enrolls you in the "Chef Boy ArDee" culinary school.
Junior, I hope Santa gives
you a new set of Samsonite overnight luggage and a longer leash.
Conolly, I hope Santa brings
you some new tapes, other than the
Pogues and a new application to
the "He-Man Woman Haters
Club."
Mike, I hope Santa sends
you on vacation to Asia, with lots
of money because you neeeeed
that!

Merry Christmas to Five Mc's and
a Pollack; the most screwed up
house in existence. With inhabitants like Baby Sledzik; Chris "The
All-Knowing One" O'Gorman,
Chris "The FatKid" Connolly, Tim
"Clueless" McAuliffe and Buck
"Chef Tell" Moran. What a screwy
bunch.
Merry Christmas,

255-6665
10% discount
with Fairfield I.D.

Name __
Address.
State .

MEMBERS
Students
CREDIT GROUP

City

Zip

P.O. BOX 4649
FORT LAUDERDALE.
FLORIDA 33338
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HERE'S A SAMPLE OF WHAT SOME OF YOUR TEXTBOOKS ARE WORTH.
BRING IN ALL OF YOUR TEXTS FOR THE MAXIMUM RETURN OF CASH.
AUTHOR

TITLE

CURRENT RETAIL

Abcarian:

Literature the Human Experience
American Psychiatric
Association Manual
Ashley:
Hospital, Paternalism and Role
of Nurse
Confessions of Saint Augustine
Augustine:
Ball:
International Business
Wild Ass's Skin
Balzac:
Barnet:
Short Guide to Writing About Art
Bates:
Guide to Physical Examination
Beatty:
Heritage of Western Civilization
Bellah:
Habits of the Heart
Beyer:
Buddhist Experience
Brown:
Unexpected News
Campbell:
Moral Dilemas in Medicine
Chan Jo-Shi: Execution of Mayor Yin and
Other Stories
Church:
Plato Euthyphro, Apology, Crito
Cone:
Spirituals and the Blues
Corley:
Legal Environment of Business
Daft:
Organization Theory and Design
Descartes: Philosophical Works of Descartes
Dushkin:
A.E. Western Civilization Vol. II
Engel: .
Promotional Strategy
Fletcher:
Situation Ethics
Freud:
Future of an Illusion
Greer: ■,;.
Brief History of Western World
Larsen:
Modern Advanced Accounting

21.25

10.25

17.85
10.95

8.25
5.50

4.95

2.50
20.00
3.00

40.20

5.95
9.55

4.75

38.20
19.25
8.95
15.50
7.95
13.25
9.00

19.00
9.00
4.50

4.95

2.25
4.50
19.00
21.25
8.00
5.00
19.00
4.00
2.00
12.75
23.00

9.00
40.20
42.65
17.20
10.20
38.20
8.00

3.95

25.60
46.20

There May Be Prizes
In Your Textbooks...
Bring your course books to the bookstore at the end of the term and sell them
for cash. Fa each book you sell you'll receive a sweepstakes game piece*
You'll know immediately if you're a winner. See participating bookstore
lOr details. ^ilesupplieslastNopurchcisenecessaiytoi
)win.

BUY BACK VALUE

7.75

4.00
5.25
4.50

Messages
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Messages, Continued...
Murph,
That wish about you scoring your first points—I'm working
on it! Just so you know, the whole
school is behind you—esp. ED,
Chris, Ligg, Dave, and Mike D.
Love, Santa
Who wins—the saucepan or
Nathan, JR?
We're awesome, we rule, and
Christmas!

Joe DeVito -1' 11 love you always...
Your secret admirer.
Name yourself - please!!!
Merry Christmas to TH 97 & 72
with love, the Clubhouse
Hey Boys House Safety .. too late
... slugs... you need it!—Right in
there, guy!—Hey Tim, you want a
rebate?

Mark—ordinarily I wouldn't Maria S.,
I've always longed to be
mind—Merry Christmas ^- •'.'<'■'■■'-.'
with you.
Merry Christmas!!!!!
I'm achieving Corn!!
Love, a co-worker
To the boys of 68:
P.O.-Thanks for the holes From TH 68 to all those concerned—
in the walls
you'll never find out what
J.C.-Thanks for the noise at
2 a.m.
"B.F." means—CJ^BA.
CJ.-Thanks for doing the
If Santa Claus is real, how come
dishes-HA!
you don't have a bigger d—?
Merry Xmas— B.F.

were wrong! How come you guys
keep "Ving out of our Anchorman game. I guess you guys all
turned into lovers during your
senior year. Have a good Xmas
and remember—you can run, but
you can't hide.
The Doghouse
HAPPY BIRTHDAY JOE!!!
Mary S.J.,
You can become an eggnogger after finals.
Merry Xmas, Phil

Edso,
after a year and a half, the
streak is over,
Thanks

Barb—
Stay healthy!!!!

Halloween man—
We'll let you off the hook
seeing as how its Christmas and
all.

Dear Melissa,
Feliz Navidad mi campanero de cuarto! Y muchas mas!
Love, Terri

Oh, Bill and Sean... you GIU studs
are just toooo much for me
Love, Some guy in Greenwich
Village who walks funny

Dear Santa,
For Christmas I would like
to receive a blow-up Tony the Tiger
doll, the remaining Bruce Jenner
rugby shirts, an Entennman Crumb
Cake, and a year's subscription to
Boy's Life. I love you, Santa!
Weedie Boy

To TH 75:
May you keep the Christmas spirit all year through—
Your Neighbor
Liz C. you're a scrooge. Merry
Xmas
Luv ya, Frank
Liz C

I love ya

Outback—the cheese and peas
were greatly appreciated. Thanks
for not insulting my intelligence
with that ridiculous trap. A splash
of milk would really hit the spot,
the Mouse
Quinn, Smorto, and "Guiner,"
I'm glad we got stuck together this semester-the three of
you are the best! (A little bizarre,
but still the best)
Merry Xmas, Lee

Roomie, Dede, Denise, Amy,
Marcy, Brigett, Carolyn and Liz—
I miss the Regis 1 crew! Merry
Holiday,
Lynn

Sean, you 're the third best roomate
I ever had
Love, Tock

Frank

Dear Santa, Pleases redeem our
hero Steve Morse. Get out of
Kansas!
The Steve Morse Fan Club

Merry Christmas to the Boyz House
- Mike, Chris, Chris, Tim, and Pete
with the bird on his jacket - Merry
Christmas. And Chris O'G - I'm
sorry I always wake you up.
Lynn.
Oh, and you too, Buck.

Merry Xmas to Frank Janik—
love the Heat Miser Club
Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year to my roommate. Enjoy it,
Vies!
Love you, Christa
Covenent House
Who ate all the Cracklin'
Oat Bran?!? GT

Dear Santa,
All I want for Xmas this
year is a 4.0. I've been a very good
boy and I study real hard! Please
Santa, make my Christmas a merry
one and give me a 4.0.
Thank You, Dean Wade

Giffer:
Hang in there, Happy Holidays!
"Honeybunches"

10:00 Loyola crowd
Merry
Christmas! Peace, Love and Hugs!
ANNE

To roomie—
Merry Christmas from your
roommate.
Regis IV—
Merry Christmas
J.C.
Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year to Karen, Katie, and Linda at
the Garage.
Mary Leach,
I'm going to get you striped
socks for Christmas. I love you,
Uncle Leach.
Happy Holidays Mark, Tripp, and
Rog in TH 52
Your loving housemate

To the Fairfield University community,
May you all have a safe and
happy holiday season. Good luck
on your finals and enjoy yourselves
over the break. Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year to all especially Qammar, Aliril, Cheryl,
Susan and all the students in the
class of '92.
Deair Wade
For Sale— 2 turtlenecks, I barney
card, 2 pairs of cleats, several jackets, sneakers, and a lint brush
The Mouse
To the guy' s duplex-the rugby side.
We always thought that
Rugby players could drink—we

To the mysterious ghost who stole
a pound of American cheese from
the Garage—Bah Humbug
Oh, Boy!
Oh, Boy!
Wieder—
Ranch dressing is not the
staple to every kitchen, contrary to
popular belief.

Hey man Mike, are those burns on
your neck or is your leash too tight?
Gormo, I suggest seeing a podiatrist. Hey Connolly, two nights a
week at home isn't too much to
ask. Hey Sled, major league slump,
ay buddy? I suggest either more
cologne or more booze. Is Tim's
leash really 1.4 miles long? YOU
NEED IT! Love and Kisses,
Buckaroo Banzai.
Ed Klein -1 want you. I need you.
I desire you. I crave you.
Kelly - Have an excellent Christmas. Enjoy the break. Happy BDav (Jan 31) - Pamela

To Joe D.,
Merry Christmas to you and
the Mirror staff—Happy Birthday, JOE! Don't forget—hairy
arms rule!
Love you dearly, Teri-Anne

Pete Sledsik (sp) I am secretly
admiring you from a distance. Do
you notice me?

Merry Christmas TH 154
Love, Lynn

To the guys at the Love Shed,
Have a great Christmas
Break while knocking the caboose
at home!
A Mate.

TH32—
Bye guys! I'll miss you—
London is a great place for Spring
Break!—O'C

Dear Santa,
Send more beer
Love,
Criag "Sports and
Chicks" Parmalee

Liz—Did I wish you a Merry
Xmas? Well, here it is.
Love ya lots, Frank

Thursday, December 1,1988/ 5

Dear Sharyn, .
You've made this year very
interesting! Let's see what other
trouble you can get yourself into.
(MORE?!?) Have a Merry Christmas. Love,
Karen

Merry Christmas to the Big House.
Love, your favorite Englishman
Mark. P.S. I'd love to come back
and stay with you again.
Hey, Joe, let me show you something I got , you don't . . . Shkadole!
Hey Bri!
Don't worry—it's almost
over! The airplanes await you!
Soon you'll hear their roar once
again. Have a great Christmas and
New Year. And thanks for the
Thursday FOB visits; they were
interesting to say the least. "Au
resevoir"
Newsman Chuck
Pete, the magic bus-driver—
Enjoy your holiday season
and make sure to bring back and
new Nintendo games you might
get so that we can all watch you
beat Craig.
Your neighbor (with the rabbit)
Ed Hines - It's just a TV show,
OK?
Hey Eddie!
Weasel be going on vacation soon so just thought I'd send
you these greetings: Have a great
Christmas and New Year. (If I go
visit my sister, I'll stop by your
house... yeah, right.) Gringo P.S.
- Please greet the hun and the
Beastmaster for me, will ya? I
couldn't afford an extra 50 cents
for them...
To my awesome freshman Orientation Group - Brenden, Brian,
Kim, Gina, Dawn, Susan, Emily,
Kristina, Jim, and Stephen -1 hope
you all had a great semester. I wish
I could have seen more of all of
you. Be sure to keep in touch. I'll
see you all next semester. Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year.
Love, Your OA, Lynn

Dear Sam,
Have a Merry Christmas!
I'll miss you. Love, Karen

Rob - Merry Christmas - Karen

John John,
You've made this year special!
Love ya!! P.S> Screaming contest

Joe, Aimie, Keith, Justin, Matt,
Mike, Patty, Barbara, Kim, Tracie,
Joe, Darlene, and Denis, too. Merry
Christmas! Hope you first semester was a good one. Love, Linda
and Cindy.

Rob Barber,
Don't worry, I'm not pregnant. P.S. Sorry about your Irish
curse.

Bob - Merry Christmas - Katie

To Cam, Stanley, and Frank, Merry
Christmas from Paul
To Mary, Laura, Karen, Beth,
Elizabeth, Catherine and Mary
Lou, Merry Christmas, Love Paul.
To Kate, Janet, Doolittle, Amy and
Debbie, Merry Christmas. Love
Zim

....■"_

To Carol, Michelle, Karen and
Carey, Merry Christmas. Love
Fritz
To Devin, Scully, Buzz, Tracey,
and Terry, Merry Christmas. From
Zim.
Dear Chocco, Brie Rown, 1 - 800
- CRD - CASH, "Will" PoPeet,
Brawn Smiley, Stan Private Eye,
Pot Schott, Rostaman, Jake, Joe
Chest Hair, Skirt, Ken's Helmet,
Paulie, Musclecar Flexpassout,
Curls, Kidd, Zeke, France, Darwick's theory of evolution through
smoking, Hoagie Mezzanine, Dar
- ell, Tockamaniarunningwild,
Depo, Hank, Irish, Donderoknob,
Nowang, Nobutt, Johanson Daaz,
Mahamamamannaamanama, Irish,
Coot, and the Slobs, Globs, and
other GUI subversives - our days
are numbered... BUT IN THE
BOOK OF ETERNAL EVIL HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
Slugs and horked food,
The Supremely Un-Man
of Vileness
To Kevin, Pete, Gene, Duke, Jem,
Brian, Joe-Merry Christmas. From
Bobo the Freedom Rocker.
To the Girls, Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year. Love Stanley
To the little treat named Jackie,
Merry Christmas. Love Paul
To My Surfer - No, it's not just
your board I'm hot for! Love,
Betty
Merry Christmas to all the eucharistic ministers. Thank you for the
Fairfield community. Jim Hayes,
S.J.

More message on
Page 8...
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The True Meaning
of Christmas
Once again the Christmas season is upon us.
You can't miss it. Christmas is in the bright lights in the
windows around the quad. It is in the Christmas trees
and wreaths around campus. It is in the anticipation of
the festive holiday.
At this time of year, it is sometimes difficult to keep
in mind the real meaning of the sesaon. As we drive
around parking lots for what seems like an eternity, or
wait in checkout lines for hours, or fight through crowds
at shopping malls, we often think of Christ. Unfortunately our thoughts are usually in violation of the Second Commandment.
This Christmas season, keep in mind the real
meaning of the Christmas season: the birth of Christ.
After all, this isn't X-mas season that we're celebrating,
it's Christmas season that we're celebrating!

Editorial Page

The Fairfield Mirror

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor,
I enjoy reading The Press
Box by Ric Brown, however, in the
latest edition I think he's besmircked a tremendous effort on
the college football field, this past
season. Barry Sanders, the star
running back of Oklahoma State,
has had one of the finest seasons
ever in college football history.
While Ric alluded to the
weaker teams on the Oklahoma
State schedule, and granted it is not
the strongest in the country, he

failed to recognize three current
Top 20 teams — Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Colorado—and a highly
touted pre-season Texas A&M
team. Oklahoma State is currently
8-2, entering their final game
against Texas Tech. The only two
blemishes were to two Top 10
teams, Oklahoma edged OSU 3128 while Nebraska routed OSU
63-42. Sanders had strong outings
in both contest.
The Big Eight Conference
has produced some fine backs in
the 1980's — Mike Rozier of

Nebraska, Thurman Thomas of
OSU and Marcus Dupree of Oklahoma. Of these three backs, none
ever had a collegiate season comparable to the current campaign
of Barry Sanders.
I hope Ric will take some
time to watch the Holiday Bowl
on December 30th. Oklahoma
State and Barry Sanders will be in
the national spotlight against a
Wyoming team, 11-1, ranked in
the Top 20.
Jim Rees

Townhouses: Conflicts in Socializing
To the Editor,
We are writing to address
the growing problem caused by
people visiting the townhouses
with the intent to "socialize." Their
idea of socializing is the conflict at
hand. Townhouse members have
parties so that people can socialize, and in return we receive various forms of "Thank yous." People
thank us by eating the food in our
refrigerators and cabinets. People
thank us by putting cigarettes out
on our rugs. People thank us by
stealing our belongings. People
thank us by ripping branches off

trees and shrubs outsideour houses.
Do our destructive visitors realize,
or more importantly care that we
have to pay a considerable amount
of money to have all their "social
damage" replaced or repaired?

townhouse members who hold
these parties. If for some reason
you can't at least treat us the way
you would like to be treated, stay
home: we don't need your company.

Their disconcern for fellow
students' property is very alarming. Yes, food can be replaced and
a new tree can be planted: but
who's going to give back all of the
time and money spent by people
who had to work many strenuous
hours to pay off these totally unnecessary bills? We feel it is only
common courtesy to respect the

Maura Cenci, Barbara
Nelson, Chris Lanosa, Jen
Emerson, Christs Nisar, Donna
Duncan, Carol Patzer, Natalie
Asseo, Kelly Masterson, Mary
Beth Janson, Mary Ellen
O'Donnell, Jeenie Hong, Tricia
Carlin, Lisa Notaroberto

From The Editor's Desk
Behind the Scenes at the Mirror
Editor-in-Chief Joseph C. DeVito
Assistant Editor Lynn Ann Casey
Executive Editor Christopher Michailoff
News Editor AnnMarie Puckhaber
Features Editor Sandi DiCesare
Arts & Entertainment Editor Brian Dunleavy
Sports Editors Andy Davis, Ric Brown
Photography Michelle Ann Clifford, Rich Nunziante
Graphics Chuck Johnson
Production Director Joseph C. DeVito
Production Assistant Jenn Blewitt
Advertising Managers Christine Toner, Sean Looney,
Teri Anne Pepe
Account Executive Mike McPadden
Classifieds Julie Soden
Business Manager Kevin D. McMahon
Accountant Andy Papadatos

Joseph C. DeVito
Editor in Chief
After months of hard work
and eleven hard-fought issues, the
intrepid staff members of the 1988
- 89 Mirror are certainly ready for
their winter break. The Mirror is
not j ust another campus club, but is
in fact a separate corporation run
entirely by students without the
guidance of a faculty advisor or
administrator. The arduous and
time consuming process of putting
out a weekly newspaper without
pay or academic credit is quite a
challenge, and one that the present
staff has met well.
Among the difficulties the

current staff faced were a $16,000
accumulated debt leftover from the
previous year, as well as an office
that was in utter chaos. At the present time, the debt has been paid off
and the Mirror is on the good
credit lists of the business we deal
with for the first time in years. And
several thousand pounds of garbage later, the office is finally
beginning to shape up and resemble
an efficient workplace. Over the
summer, the mess in the file cabinets and under various pieces of
furniture were organized into photo
and issus archives that hopefully
will last for years to come.
The staff also faced the
problem of dealing with unfamiliar computer programs
and printing machines that
had broken down after
years of neglect. Several
staff members, through
practice, have developed
a working knowledge of
the Macintosh systems,
and missed only one issue
date this year due to an
equiptment foul up.
There have also
been a few changes in the
Mirror personnel. Junior
Lynn Ann Casey has been
promoted to the position
of Assistant Editor, with

Sophomore Annmarie Puckhaber
filling her shoes as News Editor.
Rich Nunziante has joined Michelle Clifford as head of the Photography Department, while Ed
Hines Jr. has been appointed
Assistant Arts and Entertainment
Editor. Heading up the newly
created Public Relations Department is Junior Teri Faustman,
aided by upstart Freshman
Christina Hennessy. Rounding out
the always excellent Advertising
Department is the addition of Teri
Anne Pepe, who has been known
to sell Hagen Daas to residents of
the North Pole.
The Mirror offers many
interesting and valuable learning
experiences as well as a chance to
see one's name in print. We offer
both practical editorial work as
well as computer and production
opportunities to all who are willing to work. All those who are
interested should attend our
weekly meetings or stop by our
office on Gonzaga ground for
more information about what
Sports Editor Ric Brown has been
heard to describe as "the experience of a lifetime."
The Mirror staff wishes
everyone a happy holiday season
and we look foward to seeing you
next semester.

Editorial Corrections
In last week's editorial, the Mirror was incorrect in stating
that Nyselius library is built with the capacity for a third floor
addition. The incorrect information came directly from a faculty member. The rest of the information in the editorial was
taken from a college guide book, and, to the best of our knowledge, is true and correct.
In last week's "The Donovan's Bring a Message of Solidarity"
appearing in the Mirror's Commentary Section, the
Row 1 - Christine Toner, Advertising Mgr.; Sandi DiCesare, Features Editor; Christina Hennessy, Public
author
incorrectly stated that Tegucigalpa is in El Salvador. It
Relations; Lynn Ann Casey, Asst. Editor; Joseph C. DeVito, Editor in Chief; Annmarie Puckhaber, News Editor;
is
actually
located in Honduras.
Ric Brown, Sports Editor; Nancy Petrarca, Typesetting.
Row 2-Jim Gooding, Staff Writer; Sallianne Norelli, Production Asst.; Teri Anne Pepe, Advertising; Eileen
Sullivan, Typesetting.
Row 3 - Chris Michailoff, Executive Editor; Andy Davis, Sports Editor; Brian Dunleavy, Arts & Entertainment
Editor; Ed Hines Jr., Asst. A&E; Jenn Blewitt, Production Asst.

Merry Christmas!

Features
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Rudolph Is On...Time For a Study Break
Daniel J. Lederer
Staff Writer
Ah Christmas time! A
season where our daily lives become busily filled with annual
traditions performed in preparation for the holiday season. Some
people go shopping, some bake,
others sing carols. Me? I watch
television. For you see, with the
arrival of Santa Claus at the Macy's
Day Parade along with the
Budweiser holiday cartons at local
package stores, so opened the season of television specials.
Now, the usual humdrum
of prime time monotony will be
pre-empted by special holiday
programs carrying messages of
Yuletide wishes much to the delight of final exam-laden viewers
taking a break from their busy
schedules. What is it that makes
these specials so successfully entertaining? Well, the message may
be nice and the stories enchanting,
but the overwhelming reason for
the popularity of these holiday
programs is due to their interesting
and creative characters who have
found a way into the nostalgic and
childlike hearts of the tired and exhausted holiday viewers.
The most identifiable
Christmas character is obviously
the big guy, Santa Claus. So, naturally, the story of the age old epitome of Christmas will be told

throughout the holiday season. And
why not? The idea of somebody
sneaking into your house and leaving everything your heart desires
is romantically inviting to say the
very least.
Television, however,
goes further to give details of the
mysterious life of the man who
plays with flying reindeer and toymaking elves. IfnotforTV.noone
would ever know diat the young
Kris Kringle overcame the nasty,
ice-hearted Winter Warlock who
didn't know how to walk and the
persistent anti-toy campaign of the
Bergermeister Meisterberger to
court his future bride and begin the
Santa Claus routine. Nor would
we ever comprehend Father Christmas' labor problems, specifically
those of Hermie, the dissatisfied
toymaker whose true vocation was
to be found in dentistry, or Rudolph,
who wasn't allowed to do the reindeer thing because he looked different. (Good thing the NLRB is
out of its jurisdiction at the North
Pole).
Yes, television has made
society compassionate to the consistent troubles of St. Nicholas at
the North Pole. It also, however,
introduced us to the heroes of
Christmas who have enabled the
season's traditions to endure despite threatening odds. Of course,
there's Rudolph who's halogen-

like nose saved Santa from the
disaster of a foggy Christmas Eve.
The North Pole has also highly
decorated as a hero Yukon Cornelius who single-handedly defeated the reindeer-hungry but sore
toothed Abominable Snowman,
affectionately known as Bumble,
and went further to discover that
Bumbles bounce (Hah!).
But perhaps the greatest
heroics came from Mrs. Claus and
two good-hearted but imbecilic
elves, Jingle and Jangle. It was this
trio who travelled all the way to
Southtown, USA, through the
threatening sibling rivalry of Mr.
101 HeatMeiserandMr. lOBelow
Cold Meiser, in order to rekindle
the Christmas spirit in the world
that Paw (Santa) believed had disappeared and therefore his services were no longer needed. Viewers agree, it would be a blue Christmas without Santa.
But the Christmas spirit
goes beyond the realm of Santa
Claus. One of the season's most
popular specials is about the change
of heart of the once conniving,
Christmas-hating Mr. Grinch who
tried to steal every morsel of Christmas frm the small, unsuspecting
village of Hooville. Unfortunately
for him, the mean one did not expect
the Hoos to greet the Christmas
morn with chimes of song. And
such a display of holiday spirit

made the Grinch's pea-sized heart
grow to enormous size which then
prompted him to return all he had
stolen and join the Hoos in their
Christmas festivities. So touched
are we as viewers that we too would
invite the Grinch to carve our own
Christmas roast beast.
Disenchantment with the
holiday is not unique to Dr. Seuss'
creations but rather is an age old
tradition of Christmas entertainment. Charles Dickens introduced
perhaps the most famous holiday
hater with Ebineezer Scrooge in
his Christmas Carol story. Naturally, television gives us a rendition of this classic tale with an
Emmy-deserving performance
from the charming and appealing
Mr. Magoo as the bah-humbugged
Scrooge.
But perhaps the greatest
story of Christmas which comes
perennially each holiday season is
It's A Wonderful Life. This time
Christmas is saved by none other
than Clarence, the guardian angel
(not the Curtis Sliwa type) of
George Baily, a Bedford Falls
banker, family man, and just a nice
guy, who has fallen on hard times
all because of a misappropriated
eight thousand dollars. At the verge
of George's suicide, Clarence
suddenly appears with a splash and
then goes on to show George what
the world would be like without
him. Meanwhile, Bedford Falls'

residents rally to reimburse their
friend in need. And, as George
realizes the importance of friends,
family, and of life, viewers are
privileged to share in true holiday
happiness.
Yes, the Christmas season along with the television specials that makes it full. As we
watch Santa Claus and comrades
fill the screen with tidings of joy
and happiness, we realize the
important message of Christmas.
That is, the gifts. But beyond that,
as we begin to share in the joy the
specials present, our hearts, weary
from studying and other such tediousness, begin to fill with the true
joy of the season. Tis is truly the
season to be jolly. (Yes it tis!)
Happy Christmas!

The Train Ride That Almost Ruined Christmas
Sallianne Norelli
Staff Writer
Saturday morning my
friends and I were going to take the
train to the Stamford mall. We
were going to do our Christmas
shopping. It sounded like such a
harmless thing to do.
Now granted, it was kind
of early Saturday morning but you
would have thought that between
the five of us we would have one
functioning brain. No such luck.
We all read the train schedule and
we all agreed that the train we
wanted to Stamford was leaving at
11:24. So we raced to the train
station only to find that we were on
the wrong side of the tracks. Trying
desperately to keep our breakfasts
down, we sprinted up the vertical
red steps and down the other side.
A train pulled up and
without missing a beat we hopped
on it. We were so proud of ourselves for getting there on time.
We grabbed the first seats we saw.
We figured why should we care if
there's a blonde gum chomping
wench on one side of us and a bald

old man with B.O. on the other
side? Hey, we could tolerate just
about anything for the twenty
minutes it was going to take to get
to Stamford.
The conductor appeared
at the front of the car. We could
hear him barking, "TICKETS!
TICKETS !" Fine. We all reached
in our pockets for the $3.00. He

got to our row and we all looked up
with satisfaction that we had our
money ready. He looked at us in
utter disgust. Without blinking an
eye he shook his head and
screamed, "SEVEN TWENTYFIVE!" This was the big tip-off
that something was not quite right.
I said in a thin litde voice, "Um ,
this is the 11:24 to Stamford, right?"

His once lifeless face lit
up and chuckled, "Weren't you
listening when I announced that
this was the 11:14 EXPRESS to
GRAND CENTRAL?"
Great.
Just great. Suddenly we were prisoners on a TRAINRTDE TO HELL.
The walls started to close in and
Stamford whizzed by at warp
speed. The conductor had an evil
glow about him. He was loving the
fact five naive college students
were literally being taken for a
ride. He basked in delight as he
watched our pained faces.
We must have been a real
sorry sight, picking through the
lint in our pockets for spare change,
because he finally did stop laughing long enough to remind us that
we owed him cash. We did manage to pool enough between us to
make bail and they did let us get
out at Grand Central.
We never did get to buy
any of the Christmas presents we
originally set out for. But we did
get to use the bathroom in the
Waldorf Astoria. If you've ever
been there you know that there's a

Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Kathleen Williams
Contributing Writer
On December 10,1988, the
world will celebrate Human Rights
Day. This day commemorates the
40th anniversary Of the creation of
the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights.
In order to understand what
this means, I think we have to take
ourselves back to San Francisco in
1948 where a Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt would represent the U.S. and
serve on the prepatory commission to establish a permanent
commission on human rights.

Many nations had wanted the
commission to begin by drafting a
covenant on Human Rights. Mrs.
Roosevelt argued that a Declaration on Human Rights should come
first. In this way, the difficult
process of treaty drafting and
ramification could be avoided.
However, the drafting process was not without its difficulties.
One such problem included the
origin of these rights. You see the
group that had assembled to draft
the Universal Declaration represented widely diverse cultural,
philosophical, religious and political traditions. Mrs. Roosevelt
insisted that the Declaration be

acceptable to all religions, cultures
and ideologies as well as to be
easily understood by the common
people of the world.
So, by 1948, Mrs. Roosevelt and Rene Cassin (the French
representative), along with others,
created the document. It drew
heavily from the American Bill of
Rights, the BritishAfagna Charta,
and the French Declaration of the
Rights of Man. It included a preamble and 30 articles setting forth
human rights and fundamental
freedoms to which men and women
are entitled to everywhere.
So, what does this mean to
us living in a world where torture is

routine in a third of the world's
nations and executions are still legal
in more than 125 countries? It
means we need to educate ourselves, support human rights
groups and organizations and not
to overlook the opportunity to help
someone by writing a letter at one
of Amnesty International's letter
writing compaigns in the campus
center.
Let it be known that in this
20th century, where there seems to
be a current trend of torture and
human rights violations in the
world, that we understand the
meaning of equality as stated in
our Declaration of Independence.

very elegant maid on call to escort
you to your stall. I'm sorry but
when when it was my turn laughed
in her face. I've been finding my
way to the toilet without her for
nineteen years. I don't need her
now. And I did not leave her a tip
in that little porcelain dish that she
do modestly puts out. That woman
is making enough in tips alone to
pay my tuition.
Well, no one in my family is getting anything for Christmas because the City bled me dry.
Obviously Metro North has worked
out a deal with Mayor Koch.
They'll send a train by for anyone
who looks real stupid and drop
them into the city to spend their
emergency cash. You'vegottalove
that!
If Saturday taught us
anything it's that you should never
leave the dorm without a parka,
wool sock, and any stocks and
bonds you may have. You never
know when you might end up on a
trainride to Hell.

Thel2DaysofXmas
Day 1 - Danny Partridge
hanging from a pear tree
Day 2 - Two bars of
Dove made from soap dish residue
Day 3 - Three french
kisses
Day 4 - Four AT&T
calling cards
Day 5 - Five onion rings
Day 6 - Six new CD's
playing
Day 7 -Seven beer mugs
a' brimming
Day 8 - Eight maids
vacuuming without banging into
the bed frame
Day 9 - Nine Quarters
for laundry
Day 10 - Ten Sadie's
dates dancing
Day 11 - Eleven dumb
people dumber than you in a
class with curved tests
Day 12 - Twelve windshield wipers wiping in any
weather conditions

Messages
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The Sh*thouse - Have a great
Christmas! Your "new" housemate

Even More Messages
The Loudhouse - the self-proclaimed best looking house on
campus. Hopefully, you all asked
Santa for girls for Xmas, so you
won't be as hard-up as usual. The
Doghouse
To The Sh House - Have a Merry
Christmas. I really enjoyed all of
those romantic evenings we've
spent together - Diana I hope you 're
not still seasick. I've had my fun
and now I'm ready to start on Indecision. Love and kisses, up and
down your bodies. Edso
To all my roommates and friends
on Gl - Have the best Christmas
ever! Don't party too much over
the vacation - Save it for when we
get back! Love Kerri

To all the guys who wear beige
pleated pants - Keep it up! Girls
love them!

Jogues 2 - have a Merry Christmas.
Love Scruffy
Buon Natale ai meil piu cari amici.
I'll miss all of you guys Adriana,
Steph, Pam, the Belch, Ruben, Jo
and Sir (I want to come to Nicaragua!) Paul, Annie, Dave, Matt,
Brad,
Gretchen,
Eva,
Allison Fabia

Dave - Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year! Love Anne
To the Outback-Stay Gold. Merry
Christmas! Love, Anne
Marge - Thanks for being there.
You're awesome! Merry Christmas! Love Coll

Green River - Woof woof woof,
arf arf ar-ar-ar-rarf, bark-bark-ruff
ruff woof arf bark bow-wow whin
whin whimper whimper whin
woof, ar-ruff, Higgins
To Rogers and Hammerstein - Keep
pumpin out those musicals

Ann Marie-Merry Christmas! You
are so awesome! Love Colleen

To Eileen, Debbie and Niki Thanks for making this semester

To all my former friends on Gl -

Indecision - Merry X-mas to the
sexiest girls at Fairfield! A faithful
admirer
Indecision does not have the sexiest girls on campus....

To the Den Mom and her kids on

Thanks for all the memories and those yet to come!
LOVE
JCA
JCA,
Tip-toe through the tullips with
me! {Merry Christmas}
Love, CJM

To Rich, Joe, and Dave,
Through the years we've got
memories to save
At times the house may be cold
but I'll remember you guys when
I'm cold. Chris

Merry X-mas and Happy New Year
to the Ledge. You're Great. Love
your extra housemate.

Hey Eddie! Weasel be going on
vacation soon so just thought I'd
send you these greetings: Have a
great Christmas and New Year. (If
I go visit my sister, I'll stop by your
house... yeah, right.) P.S.- please
greet the Gringo Hun and the
Beastmaster for me, will ya? I
couldn't afford an extra $.50 for
them...

TH 153 - Just wanted you guys to
know that I love ya! And this year
has been great! More to come!
Merry Christmas. Mebe Arge,
Bridget

Snake - For 2 1/2 years I've been
admiring you from afar, since first
seeing you in my freshmen orientation group. I haven't had the
courage to speak to such a gorgeous, sexy, hot-blooded Italien.
See you at the shack, where I'll
have a special X-mass treat for
you. Merry Christmas. Your love
puppy.

Dear Father Bill - Have a fantastic
trip abroad. We'll miss you greatly
- so make sure you're back for
graduation! Class of '89

Laura F. - You're looking good
today! Mark

To Ann M - Merry Christmas Ann!
Hope Santa doesn't leave you too
much coal this year - Love, Alison

Tara D. and the rest of her housemates - Merry Christmas! T.D.
who's better than you? Fairfield
would have been very different
without you. I love ya Missy, who
else can put up with my moods?
Hugs and Kisses Lisa Mc.

Merry Christmas Jenny Lee, Lais,
Jules, Berly, Scarey, and Shelley You guys are the BEST! -Love
Scammarie

Lynn C. - I've always loved you.
Mark

B.R., J.S., R.A., K.D., M.M.,
M.S.,M.R. - Merry Christmas and
Happy New Years! (Psyche) S.V.
and A.R.

CJM
To the girls in the Duplex. Happy
Holidays!! From Kristin in England

To TH 76 - A very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!! Love
Alison

Eddie Rowe -1 hear your voice in
my nightmares!
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To Anastasia - Thanks for all the
merry memories. P.S. We want
you to stay!!!! Skin

so much fun!! (Mom, dad, sis etc.)
Have a great Christmas and I'm
looking forward to next semester.
Love Michele
Shannon - Wish you were here
dear. Life's not the same without
you. Hope you have an awesome
Christmas. See you soon. Love
Jimmy
Mary - Merry Christmas! Get a
real roommate! Talk to you later.
J.G.
Goof- Happy Christmas Kaysper!
Have another beer coach! Jimmy
H.B.
Edso

Merry Christmas!

Love

You've made this year one of my
best! Thanx for always being there
- you guys are the best. Have a
Merry Christmas - I'll miss you !!
Love Karen D.
To Devo, Vamp, M.L., and Jabber
- I'll miss you all! I love you guys!
I'll try to remember you while I'm
getting a tan this Christmas. Have
a totally awesome holiday and I'll
see you when I get back. Like oh
myGod, I'moffto California!!!!!!!
Don't drink with out me - the California Dreamer
Jen Smith - You are an awesome
RA! I love you! Merry Christmas!
Love Colleen

Squat -1 get it. Have a cool Yule Love Mary Grace
Merry Christmas Noreen! Hope
Santa gives you everthing you ask
for, we have to get together and go
on a shopping spree soon! Love
you, L.M.
Schmooz - Happy 1 year! When
are we watching the Grinch? Merry
Christmas. Love Mark
Merry X-mas to all the girls at the
Sea Ranch. We've had a good
semester and we'll have and even
better one this spring. Why? One
reason is because I'm asking Santa
for a maid! I love you guys! Lisa

Mac
LOST: A little boy - responds to
the name of Tim. Last seen at Little
One's house. Puppy dog face. If
found, please return to Boyz House
or call 255-3151.
Concerned Housemates.
To all the members of the "'I Love
Mommie Dearest" Club - We'll
compare bruises when we get back.
Good Luck! I love you guys!
Merry Christmas -1 can't wait to
get back. P.S. Don't forget to eat
your eggs!!!!!!!!!
Dear Fausti, Doobage, Graveline,
and Booper; Have a great Christmas ! Get ready for next year - one
shower is going to be hell!
Love, the Other One from Brooklyn
Kate - Just a note to wish you and
your family a very Merry Christmas. Have a great break. Love
Sean
Joanne - Wishing you and your
family the very best for Christmas.
Having your friendship is the best
present I've received. Love Always, CBM
Merry Christmas to Jogues 3 and
my wonderful floor mates! : T.
(Miss Santa), Maura, Sue/Carleen,
Carol/Jen, Linda/?, Renee/Kel,
Kath/Ker, and everyone else including Becky, Vick, Mary, Christa
(!), Sean, TH 55, Alex (were the
cookies good?) Have fun all and
I'll see you in 1989! Teri-Anne
Merry Christmas to the F.U. Glee
Club! See you all in 1989 - get
psyched for Canada!! Have a
happy! Teri-Anne
Joe DeVito
love ya!

You're the best! I

Lookout it's Wendy!
This is an invitation. (Just let me
know when you're not too tired.)
Merry X-mas to the prince and his
Hyundai. Love Delta Kings
Ito -1 love you Mike Ditka' s hair of
fleece. I think of you all the time
and I picture you in 8th grade with
your tight sasson jeans. Ito you
delicate guido velor and teVry cloth
is definately your bag. Bag me Ito
I love you. Love Hugh G. Rection
"Feeling myself close to you." I
love you. Merry Christmas!
Gina - Merry Christmas! See you
soon! Smile! R.

SUMMER STUDY IN LONDON
5 June to 7 July 1989

COMPACT DISCS AND MOVIES STOCKED FOR SALE

254-1107

259-6522 259-6560

(WMttair Canter Acrow From Ames Dept. Store)

(Next To Grand Union)

1757 POST ROAD EAST • WESTPORT

913 POST ROAD • FAIRFIELD, CT

AT VIDEO SOURCE WITH 10,000 VHS MOVIES TO CHOOSE FROM
A LARGE SELECTION OF:
CLASSIC MOVIES • BALLETS • CHILDREN'S • MUSICALS
OPERAS • FOREIGN • HOW-TO • MUSIC VIDEOS
PLUS THE HITS AND PLENTY OF THEM
nCOMPACT

(fl]0§(@
OHUTM.MMMO

VCR & CAMERA RENTALS
OPEN Monday-Thursday till 8 PM • Friday & Saturday till 9 PM • Sunday till 5 PM

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

VHS

ART HISTORY
CLASSICS
ENGLISH LITERATURE
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
INTERNSHIPS & INDEPENDENT STUDY
MUSIC
PERFORMING ARTS
THEATRE
Regent's College is a British American institution
located in beautiful Regent's Park in the center of
London.
For brochure and application please contact:
Mr. Robin Schaub
Regent's College Office of Admission
Rockford College
Rockford, Illinois 61108 2393

USA
Telephone: 815 226 3376

Arts and Entertainment
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Happenings

Naked Gun : On Target

Brian Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment Editor

A Blast for the Holidays

In this, my last article before finals, I decided to see another
comedy to put me in a good mood
before studying. While looking
through my favorite movie timetable, I came across the listing for
Naked Gun. This movie was made
by Zucker, Zucker, and Abraham,
the people who brought us Airplane and Police Squad, so I figured that it would be pretty funny.
I more than underestimated myself.
Leslie Nielsen stars as Lietenant Frank Drebin from the
Police Squad! series; he leads a
bungling Los Angeles police department which is trying to protect
Queen Elizabeth II from the diabolical assassination plots of an
L.A. businessman, played by RicardoMontalban. PriscillaPresley
stars as Nielsen's beautiful but
clumsy girlfriend.
This movie was continuous
laughter. It contained numerous
Merry Christmas to ye Fruited
Loins who have engaged in and
joined the free-ballin' bandwagon
which leads to the highway of free
expression, Baddy!
Dear TH 16 and the Outhouse Have a Merry Christmas and a
happy New Year and stop knocking Brooklyn!
Love, Q's girl

sight gags, hilarious lines, and
sparkling dramatizations of everyday life. Highlights: Most notably,
when Nielsen attempts to sing the
National Anthem at a California
Angels baseball game. Also, the
tobacco spitting displayed by the
players, their wives, and the fans.
And finally, how could I forget,
the scene when Nielsen and Presley
practice safe sex.
Although I found this movie
very funny, it is not for all audiences. If you enjoy subtle humor

Make it snappy to vote for pappy
and you'll be happy! Galz
Harold Brantley - I hear that
Ralph's favorite game is golf because he has a way of always getting the hole in one. Ha Ha Tell
Ralph I said hi and keep up the
good work. Love Spunky
Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year to TH 22 and to the Lady Stag
Basketball Team. Renita
Big Daddy Cane (#50) - Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year.
Love Little Missy Cane (#10)
MERRY CHRISTMAS MOMMIE! LOVEGROVER

More new movies which
will be coining to your local theatres include Dirty Rotten Scoundrels starring Steve Martin and
Michael Caine, My Stepmother is
an Alien with Dan Ackroyd and
Kim Basinger, and the highly
touted Rainman starring Dustin
Hoffman and Tom Cruise.
Finally, here are a few recommendations for video rentals
over winter break for those nights
when you just want to kick back
and relax. Shoot to Kill starring
Tom Berenger and Sydney Poitier,
Three Men and a Baby with Ted
Danson, Tom Selleck and Steve
Guttenberg, Off Limits with William Dafoe and Gregory Hines,
and the soon to be released Red
Heat with James Belushi and

Hargy, what time is Ann working
at the library tonight? The Bunghole-O.
Merry Christmas LAC - Thanks
for all your help - Love AnnMarie
Merry Christmas Puckhaber - I'm
the Assistant NOW! Happy New
Year. LAC
To the Love Shed
Love, Piss

To all the FUSA-heads, Hey Guy!
Have a great Christmas everybody!
Director of Academics Mark W.
Dietz P.S. Merry Christmas to the
Academics Committee (The best
in FUSA) also!

In this the last issue of the first semester, I'd like to thank all those
who helped me by contributing articles and information: Anne DeVivo,
Tony Germinario, Anthony McKiernan, Rob McCann, Terry Sullivan, Mary St. John and, of course my Assistant Editor Ed Hines. I appreciate your help.
Some rather old faces in music have resurfaced lately after
extended vacations. Big Country has just released a new album entitled,
Peace In Our Time. You might remember the Scottish rockers for thier
mid-eighties hits, "In a Big Country" and "Look Away". They will go
on a tour of America in January to support the new album.
A comeback that I am perhaps the most pleased about, is that of
Steve Miller. Touring colleges in support of his new album Born 2B
Blue, Miller is being supported by a new band and apparently does some
rather off-beat cover tunes.
Finally, 'Til Tuesday also returns with a new look and a new
album appropriately titled Everything's Different Now.
At the movies this holiday season (see Tony's article), Oliver
Stone is the director of two films soon to be released, Born on the 4th of
July and Talk Radio. Both have received excellent reviews.
Also in two movies this winter is Connecticut resident Tom
Cruise. Cruise will appear in Stone's Fourth as well as Rainman, in
which he plays a swindler.
In other films, Billy Joel does the voice of a dog in Disney's
updated version of Oliver Twist. Also the pair fromBody Heat, William
Hurt and Kathleen Turner are reunited inAccidental Tourist. One film
I definitely would avoid,Vern,Ernest Saves Christmas.
After attending the preview of Orchards I am expecting big
things. The play is on at the Playhouse until Saturday December 10th.
The cast has worked hard and it will be a worthwhile evening out.
Also once again I'd like to encourage everyone to attend the
American Art exhibit at CFS.
, Merry Christmas to all and see you in January!

or more serious movies, you might
want to wait for this one on videocassette. However, if you liked
Airplane or you just want a lot of
hearty laughs with no worries,
Naked Gun is bound to please.

Tony Germinario
Staff Writer

Go to hell!
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it's Christmas you still have no
package. Love Rox

Sully - You are the biggest stud on
campus, you're gorgeous and you
are the best guy on the lax team and
hottest. Those skinny thorobred
legs are the hottest and wake me up
every nite. Love always, Dark
Half Dollars
<

special? We'll need more popcorn
and iced tea, though. Merry Christmas everyone?! Love, Amie

To Sine and Tome - Thanks for all
the hard work. I really appreciate
it. T.
Merry Christmas to Bart Richards!
You're the best man on campus.

Ned, How come you won't ask me
out?!? You know who I am and
that I desire you. Won't you be my
Christmas elf. Love and kisses,
ME

DUDE! Merry Christmas! Love,
Watts

TH 154 - Have fun storming the
castle! Merry Christmas. Mark

Frank - Jouyeux Noel, Tu merites
un medallon d'or. Sandi

To all the Boys - Hope you all have
a great Christmas. Take it easy
over the break! Myeh!! Polo/
Pastel

Dear Mirror Kidz,
Thanks and I love you but
I'm still going to yell a lot
The Big Guy

Dearest Lynne - May your stocks
(socks) never fall. Hugs and Kisses
R.S.
I'd like to wish all the brothers and
sisters at this school a very Merry
Christmas and the happiest of New
Years. May all your Christmas
wishes come true and may you be
met with success in all of your
endeavors in the forthcoming year
andalltheyearsofyourlives. God
bless you all. Dean Wade

"Screw your friends"
Merry
Christmas to all of you: Mary,
Sue, Rick, Tinny, Christy, Joshua,

Stephie, the LAV?, and CUI - Have
a Merry Christmas, even though
you'll probably all get coal in your
stockings. Try to stop taking advantage of drunk upperclassmen
and then denying it. Mary I don't
know how you put up with them.
G.

Dear Paul - I have noticed you
from the first day of orientation
and I'm still waiting for you. I
want to split a bag of chips with
you at Muggin' Muffin. You're so
hot. You got the greatest part I've
ever seen and it's soo straight, the
Best! I need you Love Neiil

Dear Lowtide and the Game farm,
We hope you guys all have
a great Christmas and a Happy
New Year. Jeanine and Kristin
we're really going to miss you.
Love, Cos & Laura

Agnus - It's been fun, I hope it
continues.
Merry Christmas to "The Who" whoever the heck they are?

Hey! When's the next Christmas
To the Dog House and the 19th
hole - all the Holiday happiness
you can handle. Love the Girls
Duplex

REVENGE

P.C. I know what I want to give
you for X-mas. Troll

DEAR
RECENTLY

you RECEIVECJ
qREETi\q.

A

MoNkEy

To Marand Heath - Merry, merry
Christmas and Happy New Year!!
Love Alison

YOUR ENTERTAJNER WAS

Svabber, Ker, Paul - Even though

REMEIVlbER TIHE EXCREMENT, REMEIVlbER ThlE TUN,

BUSJNESS

REMEIVlbER Who SENT JT?

HAIR PLEASURES
''/*.

Blow Cut
Permanents
Highlighting
Low Lighting
Frosting
Color
6 Tunxis Hill Rd.

334-4532
We Use And
KMS
Recommend
Products
Paul Mitchell Prod.

REVENqE CoupoN

L

PIEASE ACCEPT

ihis COUPON woiuh S J.00 off

ANy upcoiviiNq delivERy (REVENUE OR NEW OCCASION)
TASTETul "^"

REASONAblE

■■■«■

RElJAblE

CrHOOSE fROM OUR CAVAICACJE of CHARACTERS.
DEliVERiES

CORHIAS

DANCERS

SiNqirgq TEiEqRAMS

ShAqqy Doq

GIAMOUR

PAIMCIA BEARS

DANciNq Piqs

SAIOON GJRI

BANANAS

M&M's

FRENC^

BAIIOON

NEW

CIOWNS
CAII

PimplE Cow

GiRi

IVtaid

MAqiciANS

AbouT OUR ENTERTAINMENT FOR C^IICIREN'S PARSES
Visit OUR CARd ANd qih shop.

PERMS:
Color:
Frosting:

WASH:
Cut:
Blow Dry

$5.00 OFF
with coupon

$2.00 OFF
with coupon

MONKEY MISINE!
The Singing Telegram /Balloon Delivery Co.

1875 BUck Rock TuRNpikE, FAiRpiEld, CONNECTICUT
(bthiNd Nsu/MARk ANd l_Ewis) • LOTS of fREE pARkiNq.
FAiRfiEld

WESTpORT/NORWAlk

NEW HAVEN

STAIVtfoRd

767-1876

852-1876

787-1876

967-9090

^n >^! i .Advertisements
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STAGWEP WEEKLY
COUPON

Photography Exhibit
FIRST CLASS Photo SHOW
On exhibition at Xavier Hall's Zone 4
Gallery
from 11/28 to 12/13

Good through Dec. with Fairfield I.D.

$1.00 OFF ANY DELIVERED
LARGE PIZZA
AND
COLD 1-LITRE SODA BOTTLES
WITH DELIVERY ONLY 75<P

Students/Work (luring semester break...
525 Bridgeport Ave.—Shit. 926-9393
39 Stonybrook Rd.-Stfd. 386-1782

iem.pt. irary Services
7i

No Multiple Coupons. Expiration Date 12/17/88

|i

Earn
Money
For
College
LOADERS
UNLOADERS
& SORTERS
PART-TIME
$8-9/HOUR

QQ

SHIFTS AVAILABLE:

United Parcel Service
Stratford, Conn.
Apply at Howard Johnson Motel
360 Honeyspot Road
Stratford, Conn.
Tuesdays
1:00-3:00 PM

Wed. &Thurs.
9:00-11:00 AM

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
An Equal Opporrunrrj Fmplojcf

PROFESSIONAL HAIR PRODUCT
TEXTUR1ZING
SLICING
SPIKING
NOTCHING
FLATTOPS

HAIR PAINTING
FOIL
H1GHLIGHTS/LO-LIGHTS
CELLOPHANES
CONTOURING

SPIRALS
SQUARES
ZIG-ZAGS
DIRECTIONAL
VAVOOM

PAINTING
FRENCH
GELS

y*V
White Birch Plaza 2nd Floor • 2452 Black Rock Tpke., Fairfield
(Above Samp Morter Liquor Store)

• ACCOunUMi/OixikkasftDii
• S»cr •UH.I
• TypUU
• Word Pioc»i»o'i
■ Dala Enl<Y<K*y Punch
• CUilcal
• UghllnduildBt
• LibUchnkUni

$NEED CASH?
$500/1,000 stuffing envelopes!
Guaranteed! Rush stamped
addressed envelope:
Mail-Co Box 02678/XW6723
SE 16th
Portland, OR 97202

NEED TYPING DONE?
Done at student's convenience
at my home
Punctuation and spelling checked
Reasonable rates
For more information please call
Fern at 849-1115

ipjyi AA. mm®

4:30 AM-8:30 AM
5:00 PM-9:00 PM
Noon-4:00 PM
11:00 PM-3:00 AM
All shifts 3 to 5 hours per day
We offer steady, year round employment, 5 day work
week Monday to Friday, paid holidays & health benefits.

Mondays
9:30-11:30 AM
1:30-3:30 PM
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"WITH YOUR FIRST SERVICE APPOINTMENT

0 wo

QQ

^lri^iiiAtfreriifiBments
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Graduating with solid computer skills is a
good start. But, putting those skills to work is the real
test. The test that The Travelers' PACE Program prepares you for.
Designed to turn distinguished college graduates into Information Systems (IS) professionals,
the PACE Program is a 10 week introduction to one of
the most advanced Data Processing Departments in
corporate America.
We have one of the largest IBM mainframe
environments and perhaps the most sophisticated
SNA network in the financial services industry. And,
as an IBM test site, we even have access to some

I'lHX Hi,- Ir.nvlrrsC i

is. I Kirtliiril. I imnivli. lit (KilH.1.
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of the most advanced technology before it hits the
market.
What we need are computer literate graduates who can take on the challenge of training to
become our next generation of IS decision makers.
So, put your skills to the test in The Travelers' PACE Program. Weil be on campus Thursday,
February 16th. To schedule an interview, you must
sign up by Friday, January 27th.

TheTraveler^T

You're better off under the Umbrella.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Lady Stags Take Warner
Classic Crown
Beat B.C. 64-59 in OT Thriller
Mikelic Named MVP
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
Fairfield's Lady Stags entered this past weekend's Warner's
Classic looking for a couple of
victories on their home court to get
their season pointed in the right
direction after a disappointing trip
to Nevada during Thanksgiving.
They did get their two victories,
defeating the University of New
Hampshire in the first round game
Friday night, and earning a hardfought, wild victory over Boston
College, 64-59 in overtime in Saturday afternoon's championship
game. Fairfield improved to 3-2
on the season with the two victories.
The Lady Stags were led,in
Saturday's finale by tournament
MVP, Lisa Mikelic who tossed in
18 points, grabbed 8 rebounds and
contributed 5 assists. Trisha Sacca
showed her usual outstanding form
as she used a strong inside game to
account for 15 points and a teamleading 10 rebounds. She earned
All-Tournament honors for her
strong play and she was joined on
the All-Tourney team by teammate Kathy Gailor who contributed 14 points to her team's cause.
Saturday's game began
slowly, with points coming few
and far between. Mikelic hit two
free throws with 4 seconds gone in
the game to open the scoring for
the Lady Stags. However with 16
minutes left in the half, Fairfield
still only had two points. Fortunately for F.U., their 1-2-2 pressing defense and sagging 2-2-1 zone
constantly forced B.C. into bad
shots and turnovers as the Lady
Stags plugged up the passing lanes
with thier aggressive defense. With
four minutes gone in the half, the
score was tied at two. The half
pretty much followed this pace as
missed shots and traveling violations by both teams were the rule
rather than the exception.
Fairfield led 14-10 with nine
minutes left in the half, thanks
mostly to the shooting of Mikelic
and Sacca. They extended that
lead when Shanna Lewis came off
the bench to hit a 17 footer from the
side and Cheryl Trumbo converted
an offensive rebound for an 18-10
lead with a little over six minutes
left. Just when it seemed that the
ladies might pull away from the

Fairfield switched from
Eagles, BC came back with five
unanswered points to cut the lead their 1-2-2 zone to a man to man
to three. The half would continue defense after LaCombe' s last three
nip and tuck from that point on and pointer, but B.C. continued to put
the Stagettes went to the locker the ball in the hoop while Fairfield
became turnover prone and the
room with a 24-19 halftime lead.
The second half started off Eagles took a 47-43 lead with six
slowly, and it appeared that this minutes left. B.C.'s trapping dehalf would be an ugly replay of the fense was confusing Fairfield,
first half as the teams matched forcing bad shots and turnovers,
hoops for the first 7 minutes. but B.C. suddenly became turnHowever with 12 and a half min- over prone and never extended their
utes left in the contest and Fairfield lead beyond four points despite
leading 32-25, both teams pushed ample opportunities.
B.C. had the ball and was
themselves into high gear and
suddenly the game was packed with up by four points with 4:35 left in
an excitement and tension that the game when Gailor took an
wouldn't end until the game was offensive charge for the Lady Stags.
As she went to the line for her one
over.
With Fairfield leading 32- and one opportunity, B.C.'s coach,
25, B.C. guard Amy LaCombe hit Margo Plotzke was assessed a
a 15 foot baseline jumper to cut the technical foul for voicing her dislead to five. After a Fairfield miss approval of the charge call with the
LaCombe again hit, this time from referees. Gailor then hit all four
three point range and F.U.'s lead free throws and the game was tied
was two points. Lynne Friel an- at 49. The final four minutes was
swered for the Lady Stags with a filled with lots of turnovers, offenfifteen foot jumper from the foul sive fouls, and missed opportuniline to push the lead back to four, ties. Gailor hit a 17-footer with
but LaCombe again buried a three 1:57 left to tie the game at 53, and
pointer and Fairfield's lead had that was how the score remained as
shrunk to one point with eleven the regulation buzzer sounded.
In overtime Mikelic's 12and a half minutes left.
After Sacca converted a foot baseline jumper iced the game
layup, LaCombe, playing like a for the Lady Stags with twenty
woman possessed, hit an 18-foot seconds left. In the overtime,
bomb from the corner and the lead Mikelic and Gailor each scored
was one, again. The wild pace four points, and the team shot 5 of
continued as Mikelic took a beau- 6 from the foul line to put the game
tiful feed from Friel for an easy away. The final score read 64-59
layup and a three point Fairfield and the Lady Stags had grabbed
lead. Sue Fritsch, B.C.'s point their third consecutive Warner's
guard, then came down and spoiled title.
an outstanding defensive effort by
Stagette Stuffs... UNH won
the Lady Stags by canning a threepointer as the shot clock buzzer the consolation game with a wild
sounded, tying the score at 38. It 68-66 victory over Wagner...
was B.C.'s fifth score in its last Gailor, Mikelic, and Sacca were
joined on the All-Tournament team
five possessions.
Mikelic would not be un- by Maureen Couglin of Wagner,
done though and she answered for Kris Kinney of UNH, and La
her Fairfield mates by hitting a 12- Combe who finished Saturday's
footer from the baseline with 9:30 game with 15 points... Attendance
left in the game. But then La- was about 500 for Saturday' s chamCombe got her hands on the ball pionship but the student turnout
again and stuck another three- was very disappointing for the 3-2
pointer, her third in the last three Lady Stags... The games are free to
minutes, and B.C. had the lead for attend and the quality of play is
the first time in the game at 41-40 pretty damn good, so if you want to
with nine minutes left. The game see some good hoops action on
had turned into the equivalent of a Alumni Hall's hardwood go out
heavyweight fight with the boxers and take a look at Coach Nolan's
standing toe-to-toe, throwing squad... The next home game is
bombs but never finding the nec- Saturday afternoon against Siena
at 3:00.
essary knockout punch.
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The Press Box
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
Here it is, Christmas season again. Just as the Lakers wind up in
the NBA Finals every June, Christmas rolls around every December 25,
or every October 25 if you live in George Bush's house. You can counl
on it. Well, since its here again, here's a Christmas wish list that was
recently sent to good of St. Nick on behalf of all the prominent and notso-prominent sports heroes who have graced or disgraced the back pages
of our favorite daily tabloids this past year. You may also find some oi
the wishes of your favorite F.U. sports heroes. So anyway, here goes.
December 8, 1988
Dear Santa Claus,
Here's a list of all the things that some of our world's greatesl
athletes are looking to find in their stockings when Christmas morning
rolls around this coming December 25. Please try not to disappoint them
Thank you.
Ben Johnson- (One time gold medal winner and world record holder in
the 100 meter dash.) A urine test that doesn't fail.
Bob Ojeda- (New York Mets pitcher) A pair of custom-made Isotonei
gloves.
Larry Bird- (Ailing Boston Celtics superstar) New feet.
Don Mattingly- (Joe DiMaggio U) A little appreciation from his owner.
and another MVP-type season.
Mitch Buonaguro- (The man most often confused with God on this
campus) Three victories in February when the MAAC tourney rolls
around.
The Red Sea- (The world reknown Fairfield Stag athletic supporters)
Reason to cheer and burn furniture in the Quad when March rolls around
and Mitch is once again declared a god.
Fairfield's Lady Stags- (The best kept sporting secret on this campus) A
sell-out crowd once, just once.
Troy Bradford- (Fairfield basketball's All-American) Single coverage
Fairfield Football- (Fairfield's non-extistent club sport) A chance, a
following, and a field.
Craig DePodesta- (Fairfield Stag hockey star and Yoo-Hoo connoisseur)
A home hockey rink and a case of Yoo-Hoo.
Doug Flutie- (Well known short quarterback of the New England
Patriots) A field goal kicker for his team and a chance to play in the AFC
Playoffs.
Mike Tyson- (Well known fat man and jilted husband) Enrollment a)
Weight Watchers.
Bobby Knight- (A basketball coach known for his chair throwing abil
ity and his team's tenacious defense) A team that doesn't allow all of its
opponents to score 100 points.
Dallas Green- (Newly appointed manager of the New York Yankees)
Pitchers who do not resemble his grandfather.
Mitch Green- (Well known New York street fighter and criminal)
Parole.
Robin Givens- (Well known husband jilter) Nothing.
Tom Landry- (Head coach of the Dallas Cowboys) A young Roger
Staubach.
That's the list, Santa. Do your best with it. Wish the Missus a
Merry Christmas. We'll leave you some cookies by the fireplace and
some carrots for Rudolph and the rest of the reindeer on the roof. Have
a safe trip. Merry Christmas.
Sincerely,
A Sports Fan

Huskies Mush Stags 78-70
Andy Davis
Sports Editor
The Fairfield University
Basketball Team continued to
struggle last week and dropped
their third straight game of the season. This time, the Stags fell victim to Northeastern University by
the count of 78-70. The overworked starting five of Tom Squeri,
Todd Holland, Harold Brantley,
Marvin Walters and Troy Brandford scored all but 2 of Fairfield's
points as the Stags were desperately waiting for the return of Ed
Duncan.
Troy Bradford poured in 28
points for Fairfield, including 16
in the second half but managed to
shoot just 8 for 22 from the floor.
Junior guard Marvin Walters kept
the Stags in the game with three 3point shots late in the second half,

but, again, time and the opponents'
ability to cash-in from the freethrow line caused the loss.
The Stags and the Huskies
see-sawed throughout the first 10
minutes of the contest but Fairfield
managed to gain a three point
advantage when Bradford hit a
jumper at the 10:19 mark, was
fouled, and completed the three
point play. The Huskies then went
on a 10 point raun capped by Derrik Lewis' three-pointer and layup. Lewis would finish the game
25 markers, but was a deadly 4 of
6 from behind the three point stripe.
The Huskies' lead went as
high as 12 inside the closing minute of the intial half. Marvin
Walters' 3-pointer with 7 seconds
remaining cut the deficit to 9 and
the Stags went into the locker room
with the score at 41-32.
The Huskies and Stags once

again exchanged hoops from the
beginning of the half until the midway point, but a Lewis shot with
8:07 remaining increased Northeastern's lead to 65-49.
Just when you thought the
Stags had rolled over, the team, led
by two 3-pointers each from
Bradford and Walters, instrumented a 21-9 spurt and Fairfield
was down by a mere 4 with :39 to
go. With nothing left to do but
foul, the Stags forced Northeastern to earn the win from the line as
their desperate 3-point shots didn't
fall through.
Stag Notes: Walters finished the
game with 16 points including 4 of
5 from the 3-point region. Sophomore center Harold Brantley had a
quiet 11 points and battles for 9
rebounds.
The Stags travel to
Manhattan tonight, B.C. on Saturday, and UConn next Tuesday.

Harold Brantley makes a strong move to the hoop in the Stags 78-70
loss to Northeastern
pnoto: Tom Beirne

